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Abstract
Purpose: This study aimed to analyze the effect of audit rotation and audit fee policy toward audit quality with lowballing audit practice as the intervening variable.

Research methodology: The research method used was path analysis with a sample of twenty manufacturing companies in Indonesia Stock Exchange during 2015-2019.

Results: The research results prove that the audit rotation and audit fee policy significantly affect the audit quality through the lowballing audit.

Limitations: The research sample used manufacturing companies listed on the IDX, so the generalization of this study's results for non-manufacturing and non-listed companies must be made carefully.

Contribution: This research can provide benefits for Audit Firms, regulators (PPPK), and professional associations (IAPI) as an evaluation of the implementation of audit rotation policies, implementation of regulations for determining audit fees following IAPI's Regulation No. 2 of 2016 concerning Determination of Financial Report Audit Service Fees, as well as evaluation of the implementation of the audit quality indicator guidelines formulated by IAPI.
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1. Introduction

The public accounting profession has an essential role in the business world, especially as an independent party with the competence and is trusted to provide assurance services. One of the services provided by a public accounting firm is a financial audit (general audit). The audit's objective is to increase the confidence of users of financial statements by gathering sufficient audit evidence to conclude whether the financial statements are prepared, in all material, following the reporting framework. Public accountants express an opinion that the financial statements are fairly presented, in all material respects, of the entity's financial position at the end of the period and its results and cash flows for that period (Arens, Elder, Beasley, 2015). Audits conducted by auditors are said to be of quality if they fulfill auditing standards and quality control standards (IAPI, 2011). From the auditor's point of view, an audit is considered qualified if the auditor carries out the audit in accordance with the Public Accountant's Professional Standards listed in the auditing standards, which include: professional qualities, independence of the auditor, the judgment used in the audit, and the preparation of the audit reports. Client confidence in audit firms and audit results will increase if the audit quality is good. Audit rotation regulations are aimed at maintaining the independence and ethics of public accountants and improving audit quality. The professional code of ethics for Public Accountants (IAPI, 2008) requires...
the rotation of engagement partners and audit firms personnel who are responsible for the engagement, for a predetermined period. It does not allow rotating personnel to be involved in the financial statement audit engagement until a certain period has passed since the last (cooling-off period) involvement.

The phenomenon that occurs related to the rotation policy is the audit firms that provide services to regulate the establishment of a new audit firms with a name change, changes in partner members and including leaving old partners, and appointing new partners to comply with audit rotation regulations. It is feared that it will create a moral hazard if there is no strict supervision from the regulator. Public Accounting Firms and Public Accountants (partners) that provide auditing services to issuers (companies listed on the IDX) are required to comply with the rotation regulations required to provide their services. Audit rotation regulations make competition between audit firms even tighter. Audit firms have to deal with this competition by implementing reducing/discounting the audit fee (lowballing audit), especially during the initial assignment/first year of service provision. This condition indicates that the audit fee's determination is carried out subjectively, meaning that it is determined by one or based on the bargaining power between the auditor and the client (Suherli and Nurlaelah, 2008). Lowballing is characterized by an initial price structure that is less than the total cost and can increase according to audit tenure.

Audit as a commodity is a phenomenon in the accounting profession in America and in Indonesia. Symptoms or phenomena of audit as a commodity, among others: relatively low audit fees, so that practitioners reduce costs which result in decreased audit quality; the entity/client is only willing to pay a cheap audit fee because what matters to the client is cheap and fast fees; competition between colleagues who dare to slam the price; and practitioners complained about audit service tender practices, including the cancellation of the tender after the winner was announced. The survey shows that the average audit fee for public companies in the world in 2016 increased by 3.4% (CFO, 2016). This is due to the implementation of IFRS and ISA in almost all countries make auditors make more effort to improve audit quality, so that audit fees also increase. However, in Indonesia, there was a trend decrease in the average audit fee for non-financial public companies in 2017 by 1% compared to 2016. The decrease in the average audit fees indicates competition among audit firms in Indonesia to determine audit fees. The decrease in audit fees mainly occurred in the manufacturing industry. The manufacturing industry has quite complex characteristics because it carries out activities in stages, starting from raw material processing to finished products. The manufacturing industry has a very diverse sub-sector. Generally, it requires specialist auditor expertise who usually provides better audit services at a higher cost than non-specialist auditors. If seen from the decrease in the average audit fee that occurs, this indicates that public accounting firms that provide audit services in the manufacturing industry offer audit fees below the normal audit fee. In the end, there was a concern over the determination of an audit fee ostensibly controlled by price competition and does not represent audit quality, but in order to gain a broad market share. Intense competition in the manufacturing industry and demands on management to increase stock market value have encouraged management to practice earnings management. Competition for audit services can cause a decrease in audit quality because auditors do not report or cannot detect earning management, because audit firms do not want to lose clients and reduce the quality of the audit. Offering audit fees below normal (lowballing) results in auditors reducing audit procedures to meet the audit fee budget, so that they may not detect earnings management.

The lowballing audit phenomenon is also related to audit rotation and audit fees, where the payment of fees for changes in auditors significantly reduces audit costs in the year after auditor changes (Sewon and Wang, 2012). Suppose the audit firms implement a high discount rate strategy (lowballing strategy). In that case, the audit firms' quality is likely low because the audit firms will reduce the audit procedures carried out to meet the low budget because of the discount. According to Bleibtreu and Stefani (2013), audit firms implementing a high discount rate strategy (lowballing strategy) will increase audit quality. As the engagement continues, many auditors increase their fees during subsequent periods due to increased effort in conducting audits and limited resources (Ettredge et.al, 2014).

The research question answered in this study: "How is the effect of audit rotation and audit fee determination policy on audit quality with lowballing audit practices as an intervening variable?" This research is expected to complete previous studies and provide benefits to various parties, such as (1) Public Accountant Firms (Audit Firms) and Public Accountants, the result of this study is expected as
an evaluation of the impact of audit rotation, audit fee determination policy, and lowballing audit practice that affect audit quality; (2) PPK (regulator), the result of this study is expected as an evaluation of the implementation of audit rotation regulatory policies and input to formulate regulations for public accounting firms in Indonesia in order to improve audit quality; (3) IAPI (professional association), the result of this study is expected as an evaluation of the implementation of IAPI’s policy on the determination of audit fees; and (4) Academics; the result of this study is expected as a reference in auditing especially about the factors that affect audit quality.

2. Literature review and hypothesis development

2.1. Literature review

Several previous studies on audit turnover have had mixed results. Al-Khoury, et. al (2015) revealed a significant positive relationship between auditor independence and the auditor-client relationship and mandatory rotation. Ahmed (2014) reveals that auditors’ mandatory rotation has a positive effect on the quality of the audit, adverse effects on the client’s specific knowledge, and positive impacts on the auditor’s independence. Research by Daugherty (2013) states that partners consider rotation to affect audit quality directly. Rotation is seen as an increase in independence so that it has a positive impact on audit quality. However, reduced client-specific knowledge has a negative impact on audit quality. Mbgame, et al (2012) also stated that there is a statistically significant relationship between mandatory rotation of public accounting firms and the quality of audits associated with audited reports. From the perspective of economic benefits, long-term audit work will establish an intimate and loyal relationship between auditors and clients. This will reduce the objectivity of the audit and reduce the independence of the auditor. The issue to be considered is that if the current auditor position is retained for a long time in the future, the auditor may feel very comfortable, which will disrupt the objectivity of the audit (Mautz and Sharaf, 1961).

However, some research results related to audit rotation are contrary. Onwuchekwa et al. (2012) pointed out that there is a negative correlation between mandatory audit rotation and audit quality. According to Kwon, Lim, and Simnett (2010), mandatory audit company rotation increases audit companies and customers’ cost, but has no apparent positive impact on audit quality. After the introduction of firm audit rotation, the audit quality has not changed. Results of Pitriany et al. (2015) proved that the length of audit time did not affect audit quality in the period before supervision. However, from a neutral point of view, there is a convex and concave relationship between audit time and audit quality after the supervision period. The study also found that, the rotation of accounting firms does not affect audit quality. Two of the eight regression equations indicate that audit rotation will reduce audit quality before and after supervision. Specialization has a positive impact on audit quality. The obligation to perform audit rotation is not sufficient to improve audit quality.

The expectation theory put forward by Victor H. Vroom (1964) points out that the power to motivate a person to engage in work actively depends on the need and need for the interrelationship of the work result. The professional choice is related to motivation theory, that is, expectation theory. Expectation theory is the intensity of a tendency to act in a certain way, which depends on the intensity of the expectation that the action will be followed by specific outputs, and depends on the human attraction's output. The theory of motivation also means encouragement, a reason to do something, or behavior in order to achieve goals. The auditor’s motivation factor is one of the important elements in an audit engagement. Motivation arises because the auditors feel confident that they can carry out the audit and customer demand and commercial needs. The audit quality will be high if the wishes and needs of the auditors that make their work motivation can be met. Compensation from the organization in the form of rewards according to the profession will lead to audit quality because auditors feel that audit firms have paid attention to their work’s needs and expectations. The audit fee is one of the factors that motivate the auditors to implement his job. The client's financial condition influences the auditor’s ability to cope with client pressure and intervention. A strong client's financial condition can provide a high audit fee and provide good auditors' good audit facilities. The fees given by clients aim to provide enthusiasm or motivation to auditors to be able to carry out audit tasks seriously and efficiently.

Studies of low-budget auditing practices in several countries have shown different results. Sepponen (2015) of the American Public Company shows that from the initial appointment to the third year of appointment, the audit fee of the auditor's turnover has been increasing, and in the third year of
appointment, the level of audit fee has exceeded the previous level. When the company changed from a non-big four auditor to a big four auditor, the low ball effect was found to be the most obvious. Fitriany et al. (2008) showed that lower than normal audit fees (negative abnormal audit fees/discounts) can still improve audit quality. This may be because the mandatory rotation of accountants and audit firms implemented in Indonesia since 2008 has increased competition in the audit market, which has resulted in strong bargaining power for clients, resulting in lower than normal fees. In the case of fierce competition in the audit market and high litigation and supervision risks, negative abnormal audit fees will not reduce audit quality but improve audit quality. This is because auditors want to protect their reputation and avoid litigation. Asthana and Boone (2012) pointed out that abnormal audit fees, whether the fees paid are too low or the fees paid, are higher than normal fees, which negatively impact audit quality.

According to Bleibtreu and Stefani (2013), only when audit firms try to regain their clients as quickly as possible, in other words, if they use lowball strategies for clients, they cannot professionalize audit firms well (ie, if the discount rate is very high). Otherwise, the audit company must have enough patience to wait for the competitor's maximum period to expire. Due to the implementation of external rotation, the audit quality is expected to decline. From previous studies, there are various research results regarding the pros and cons of audit rotation (audit firms and partners), various factors that underlie audit firms in determining audit fees, and the pros and cons of lowballing audit practices on audit quality in Indonesia and in other countries. Previous studies eventually became the basis for further research on the effectiveness of the implementation of audit rotation regulations, audit fee determination policies, analysis of lowballing audit practices, and audit quality measurement of public accounting firms listed in providing audit services in the capital market. Our research has determined the extent to which audit rotation and audit fee determination policies directly or indirectly affect the level of discretionary accruals (the level representing audit quality) under the intermediary of lowballing audit practices. This research aims to expand the previous research conducted by Fitriany et al. (2008), Fitriany et al. (2015), and Bleibtreu and Ulrike (2013), focusing on manufacturing companies on the Indonesian Stock Exchange (IDX).

2.2. Hypothesis development

2.2.1. The effect of audit rotation on lowballing audit and the effect of audit rotation on audit quality

Based on Fitriany et al. (2015), the test results proved that the length of the audit time had no effect on the audit quality in the period before supervision. However, from a neutral perspective to timeliness, the audit time has a convex relationship with the audit quality after the supervision period. The study also found that, generally speaking, public accountant rotation does not affect audit quality. Specialization has a positive impact on audit quality. The obligation to perform audit rotation is not sufficient to improve audit quality. Daugherty (2013) found that rotation is believed to increase independence and positively impact audit quality. Compulsory partner rotation allows auditors to have a new understanding of customer risks and participation issues, which in turn will increase the auditor's independence, even at the cost of losing knowledge of new partners, because new partners do not have the same expert knowledge of customers and old partners.

The results of Bleibtreu and Ulrike’s (2013) show that mandatory auditor rotation will reduce the audit firm's profit contribution from clients that the audit firm has well understood. Audit rotation can only improve audit quality when the company tries to attract customers as quickly as possible, that is, when customers adopt a low-key strategy (that is, grant high discount rates) to customers. On the other hand, if the audit company is patient enough to wait for the competitor's maximum deadline to expire, the audit quality is expected to decline due to the implementation of external rotation. The determination of client audit fees is a controversial factor among public accounting practitioners. According to the research conducted by DeAngelo (1981b), the practice of low salary will not harm the independence of auditors, because this practice is closely related to the competitive response of independent auditors, and they expect that the increase in audit fees in the future will bring benefits (quasi rent in the future). It is not the result of the client's future economic benefits claimed by the public accountants of the regulatory agencies and professional regulatory agencies. In addition, according to Dan A. Simunic’s research on big (Big Eight) and small (Non-Big Eight) accounting firms, it can be concluded that there is no proof that large accounting firms are auditing monopolistic practices are
implemented in the market, and this is not the case. Facts have proved that there are significant differences between the audit fees of the Big Eight accounting firms and non-Big Eight accounting firms. The most important factor in determining an audit firm's audit fee is the consideration of the possibility of the audit firm's legal claims (litigation) (Mark H Taylor and Daniel T Simon, 1999).

**Ha1:** Audit rotation has a positive effect on lowballing audit practices.

**Ha4:** Audit rotation has a positive effect on Audit Quality.

2.2.2. The effect of audit fee determination policy on lowballing audit and the effect of audit fee determination policy on audit quality

**Yuniarti (2011)** proved that audit costs have a significant impact on audit quality. Higher costs will improve the audit quality because the audit fees obtained within a year and the estimated operating costs required to perform the audit process can improve the quality of the audit. **Gammal (2012)** research proves that Lebanese multinational companies and banks tend to pay higher audit fees when looking for public accounting firms that can provide good audit reports and improve annual financial reports' credibility.

Members of public accounting firms must not attract customers by offering fees that may damage the industry's image and must not set contingent fees if the ruling reduces independence. However, in reality, audit companies provide audit services by reducing audit fees (offering audit discounts), especially in the process of starting to attract customers. Reducing audit costs may cause auditors to reduce some audit procedures to meet the discounted audit cost budget. There are at least two reasons that the audit fee discount may lead to a decrease in audit quality. First, lower than normal audit fees will create an economic bond between the auditor and the client. In this case, the auditor may inappropriately agree to the client's pressure (SEC, 1978; AICPA, 1978). Previous research has shown that low profile is merely a competitive response to the quasi-advantage of persistent participation (DeAngelo, 1981). **DeAngelo (1981)** believes that low profile is not an illegal act that infringes on auditors' independence because it will cause sunk costs, but the quasi-rents earned by current auditors instead of relying on discounts on initial costs. However, although economic theory suggests that sunk costs are unnecessary, research shows that sunk costs are not ignored and often significantly impact behavior (eg, Arkes and Blumer, 1985).

**Ha2:** Audit Fee Determination Policy has a positive effect on lowballing audit practices.

**Ha3:** Audit Rotation and Audit Fee Determination Policy have a positive effect on lowballing audit.

**Ha5:** Audit Fee Determination Policy has a positive effect on Audit Quality.

2.2.3. The effect of lowballing audit on audit quality

**Choi (2012)** states that when the audit fee is below normal (negative abnormal audit fees), there are three possibilities:

a. Under the pressure of customers to submit unqualified financial reports, auditors have little motivation to compromise audit quality (auditors tolerate client opportunistic earnings management actions). This is because the auditor's choice of unprofitable (or only marginally profitable customers) is not enough to cover the expected costs associated with non-conforming reports (increased litigation risk, reputation loss). Therefore, it is foreseeable that when audit fees are lower than normal levels, there is no correlation between abnormal audit fees and disposable accruals (audit quality), or if there is a correlation, the correlation is very weak.

b. Because reforms such as SOX increase auditors' supervision, auditors may not have the incentive to weaken independence. These reforms allow auditors to limit the amount of accruals that clients decide on their own. Therefore, it is foreseeable that customers with negative abnormal audit fees have a negative relationship between abnormal audit fees and disposable accruals. In other words, audit fees are positively related to audit quality.

c. When auditors are willing to charge high audit fees for future profitable business and are willing to bear low audit fees (therefore, the current abnormal audit fees are negative), customers can easily shake the auditor's pressure and let them generate biased financial report (the following customer wishes).
Prior to this situation, discounted costs would undermine the independence of auditors. Therefore, in this study, it can be foreseen that there is a positive correlation between the customers whose abnormal audit fees are negative and the abnormal audit fees. In other words, audit fees are negatively related to audit quality. Based on these three possible relationships, for customers whose abnormal fees are negative, the impact of abnormal audit fees on disposable accruals (audit quality) can be positive, negative, or insignificant. In this study, it is expected that abnormal audit fees will have a positive impact on the direction of arbitrary accruals (audit quality).

Ha6: Lowballing audit (negative abnormal audit fees) has a positive effect on audit quality.
Ha7: Audit Rotation and Audit Fee Determination Policy positively affect Audit Quality through the mediation of lowballing audit practices.

3. Research methodology

This research implemented the Explanatory Method and path analysis to test the research variables' effect and prove the formulated hypothesis. The research data uses secondary data from the Indonesian capital market website (Indonesia Stock Exchange), which is taken from the annual financial reports (annual reports) of manufacturing companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange from 2015 to 2019. This study's population is a listed company on the Indonesian capital market, whose financial statements are audited by the Big Four and non-Big Four public accounting firms. The sample selection method is a purposeful sampling based on the following conditions:

1. Manufacturing companies on the Indonesia Stock Exchange during the period 2015-2019. The method for separating normal from abnormal accrual level proxies is less appropriate if applied to non-manufacturing companies because they have different characteristics.
2. Observe the need to start disclosing (voluntary) audit fee information in the company's annual report.
3. Have complete data, including data on net income, net operating cash flow, total assets, total income, the net value of receivables, gross value of fixed assets, factual audit fees, business segments, geographical segments, inventories, number of employees, debts, audit reports, and listed shares.
4. Not delisting or stopping operations during the observation period. The financial statements are presented in Indonesian Rupiah.

Companies that meet the criteria and are used as research samples are twenty companies with the observation period of 2015-2019. Data collection is obtained from the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) website, www.idx.co.id, to obtain annual reports and audited annual financial reports of companies, as well as a summary of the performance of listed companies (Indonesian Capital Market Directory) in the sector manufacturers listed on the IDX in 2015-2019. These reports contain information on audit firms and public accountants that provide audit services, audit fees (audit fees / professional service fees), and data related to audit quality variables (discretionary accruals).

Table 1. Research Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable/Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exogenous Variable (X1): Audit Firm Rotation</td>
<td>The mechanism for the periodic turnover (rotation of the Public Accounting Firm)</td>
<td>Dummy variable: 1 if there is a rotation of the public accounting firm during the observation period; and 0 otherwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exogenous Variable (X2): audit fee determination policies</td>
<td>Some factors used by audit firm for determining audit fees (size of audit firm and size of company)</td>
<td>Dummy variable: 1 if the company is audited by Big Four Public Accountant Firm, and 0 if otherwise. &lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;[ \text{Size} = \log_{\text{natural}} \text{(ln)} \text{ of company total assets at the end of period.} ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Intervening Variable (Y1): Lowballing Audit
Practice where audit firm offers an audit fee that is lower than the existing market price
Proxied by negative abnormal audit fee which is calculated from the difference between the logarithm natural (ln) of the factual audit fee and the normal audit fee

Endogenous Variable (Y2): Audit Quality (ABSDAC)
The quality of the audit results as measured by the ability to detect earnings management
Discretionary accrual, \( D_{it} = \text{ACCR}_{it} - \text{NDA}_{it} \)

The model for abnormal audit fees is as follows:
\[
AFEE = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{LNTA} + \beta_2 \text{NBS} + \beta_3 \text{NGS} + \beta_4 \text{INVREC} + \beta_5 \text{EMPLOY} + \beta_6 \text{LOSSLAG} + \beta_7 \text{LEV} + \beta_8 \text{ROA} + \beta_9 \text{LIQUID} + \beta_{10} \text{BIG4} + \beta_{10} \text{SHORT}_\text{TEN} + \beta_{10} \text{BTM} + \beta_{11} \text{CHGSALE} + \varepsilon
\]

Data analysis with path analysis, the research hypothesis was tested with the Structural Equation Model (SEM). The test equipment used IBM SPSS Statistics 23.
\[
\begin{align*}
Y_1 &= \rho X_1 Y_1 X_1 + \rho X_2 Y_1 X_2 + \rho Y_1 Y_1 \\
Y_2 &= \rho X_1 Y_2 X_1 + \rho X_2 Y_2 X_2 + \rho Y_1 Y_2 Y_1 + \rho Y_2 Y
\end{align*}
\]

This research also used the Sobel test to determine whether the relationship through an intervening variable is significantly capable of acting as a mediator in the relationship. The Sobel test was carried out by testing the strength of the indirect effect of exogenous variables, namely audit rotation regulation (X1) and audit fee policy (X2) on endogenous variables, namely audit quality (Y2), through the mediating variable of lowballing audit practices (Y1).

4. Results and discussion

Table 2. Summary of the estimation results of model parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Koefisien Jumlah</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub structural 1 (X1 X2 ke Y1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1 (( \rho X_1 Y_1 ))</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>3.273</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2 (( \rho X_2 Y_1 ))</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub structural 2 (X1 X2 Y1 ke Y3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1 (( \rho X_1 Y_2 ))</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>3.116</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2 (( \rho X_2 Y_2 ))</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>5.066</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y1 (( \rho Y_1 Y_2 ))</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>1.234</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. The effect of audit rotation regulations on lowballing audit

Testing the research hypothesis shows that audit rotation has a significant effect on lowballing audits with a positive relationship. This shows that in manufacturing companies, audit rotation regulations create practice lowballing audit, where audit firm performs lowballing audit (audit fees are below normal). This indicates that the practice of lowballing has become a common practice among audit firms to retain clients. Audit rotation will increase the audit firm's profit contribution because the
audit firm can ask for a competitive fee because the client loses audit firm on the audit rotation rules. Audit firm will use the lowballing strategy when the client negotiates the audit offer. The results are consistent with Ottaway (2013) that with audit rotation, the practice of lowballing audit will become common and the tenure period will be shorter. Audit rotation will decrease the audit firm's profit contribution for clients who need specialist audits while clients who do not need specialist auditors.

4.2. The effect of audit rotation on audit quality

The results of testing the research hypothesis show that turnover significantly affects the audit quality with a positive relationship. Regulation of turnover increases the auditor's accountability by providing good ability to limit earnings management actions taken by the client company's management, resulting in better audit quality. The audit rotation improves the audit quality only if the company tries to win back customers as quickly as possible, that is, if they use a strategy of reducing risk to customers (that is, giving high discount rates). If, on the other hand, audit firms are patient enough to wait until the maximum duration of their competitors expires, the quality of the audit is expected to decline due to the implementation of external rotation.

The determination of the audit fee for clients is a controversial factor among public accounting practitioners. Audit rotation is one of the solutions in overcoming the problem of auditor independence because the application of audit rotation is intended to maintain audit quality because it can prevent a decrease in auditor independence. The existence of mandatory audit rotation in Indonesia can negate the effect of audit tenure on audit quality. The audit engagement period limitation can prevent emotional closeness between the auditor and the client due to the long engagement period, so that the auditor's independence will be maintained.

In fact, audit firms and public accountants can still audit the same client by not violating government regulations. Basically, audit firms do not want to lose customers because they do not want to lose audit fees due to their professional work. The fake rotation of auditors (audit firms) shows that the audit firm's conditions are formally based on government regulations. The rotation of audit firms has caused the relationship between the audit firm and the client to be severed. In essence, the relationship between the audit firm and the client is still in progress. This study's results are consistent with the study of Said and Khasarmeh (2014) that there is a statistically significant relationship between audit rotation and audit quality. This is consistent with Mohamed and Hussein (2013), who pointed out that audit rotation is one of the solutions to overcome auditor independence, because the application of audit rotation aims to maintain audit quality. However, Barbadillo et al. (2007), audit rotation cannot increase the independence of auditors. Compared with audit rotation, maintaining the reputation of auditors can maintain the independence of auditors.

4.3. The effect of audit fee determination policy on lowballing audit

Based on the hypothesis testing, the result shows that the audit fee determination policy does not significantly affect the lowballing audit with a positive direction. This shows that even though in the IAPI regulations it has been stated that public accountants may not provide a discount at the beginning of the audit engagement to increase in subsequent years, however, in reality there are still many audit firms that provide audit services at a value below the normal fee. The audit fee policy based on company size and audit company size (big four and non-big four) will not affect the amount of audit discounts. The research results are consistent with Palmrose (1986), that is, there is no significant relationship between the policies for determining audit fees based on the Big Eight and non-Big Eight paradigms, but if it is based on the professional industry category, there will be low-price practices due to the reduction of audit fees at the beginning of the business.

4.4. The effect of audit fee determination policy on audit quality

The test results show that the audit fee determination policy significantly affects the audit quality in a positive relationship. Due to the existence of appropriate audit fee determination policies, audit firms and public accountants are encouraged to provide high-quality audit services. In fact, the audit company will still consider the company's size to determine the nature, extent and time of the audit task when determining the amount of audit fees for the client. For customers with complex business and strict regulations, audit fees are usually high. At the same time, the audit fees set by the
Big Four accounting firms are higher than those of non-Big Four accounting firms. The results of the study are consistent with Sawan and Alsaqqa (2013), because the auditors of the Big Four companies are more independent than the auditors of non-Big Four companies. Big Four provide stronger and more effective reports to maintain a higher reputation and various income accounting scandals and litigation issues. Contrary to the research of Amake and Okafor (2012), audit fees and audit tenure policies have no significant impact on audit quality, because the inherent characteristics of audit practice may lead to a decline in auditor independence and a tendency to use more auditors. Personal service and close relationship with customers.

4.5. The effect of audit rotation and audit fee determination policy on lowballing audit

From the perspective of research model testing, audit rotation and audit fee determination strategies together significantly affect lowballing audits in a positive relationship. The existence of audit rotation promotes competition in the audit service market. Therefore, audit firms provide discounts at the beginning of the business to maintain new customers' audit continuity.

4.6. The effect of lowballing audit on audit quality

The test results show that the lowballing audit has no significant impact on the audit quality in the positive relationship direction. This means that the auditor's abnormal audit fees cannot determine the audit quality level. The results of descriptive statistics show that most of the sample companies paid audit fees close to the normal fees that should have been paid, and some paid above normal fees. This can explain that lowballing audit (negative abnormal audit fee) does not significantly affect audit quality. Abnormal audit fees that do not significantly affect the audit quality can also be caused the auditors in carrying out the audit to have a professional attitude and comply with applicable standards. Professional auditors who comply with applicable standards will maintain their independence during the audit process without being affected by the receipt of audit fees that are lower or higher than normal fees. Audit quality is maintained.

The results of this study support the research of De Angelo (1981) that discounted fees at the beginning of the engagement (lowballing) does not affect auditor independency. Lowballing practice is an acceptable practice in auditing. Lee and Gu (1998) show that lowballing can improve audit quality. This matter, contrary to the SEC and the Cohen Report, argue that lowballing harms auditor independence. Lowballing is said to have negative consequences because auditors have a financial attachment to clients, so the practice of lowballing might damage the ability of auditors to be independent of managers (Fatemi, 2013). Public disclosure of audit fees will improve audit quality because it will strengthen auditor independency (Craswell and Francis, 1999). However, in Indonesia not all audit fees are disclosed to the public, so it is found that lowballing audits do not significantly affect audit quality.

4.7. The effect of audit rotation and audit fee determination policy on audit quality through lowballing audit as intervening variable

The test results show that the Audit Rotation and the Audit Fee Determination Policy significantly affect the Audit Quality by mediating lowballing audit practices with a positive relationship direction. The existence of rotation regulations and audit fee policy makes audit firms and public servants comply with regulations that encourage audit firms to provide quality audits. The practice of lowballing audit as mediation can affect audit quality on the premise that even the audit fee is below normal but audit firm must remain competitive and maintain audit quality. The results showed that the fee discount at the beginning of the engagement (lowballing) did not affect auditor independency. Lowballing is an acceptable practice in the audit.

5. Conclusion

Based on the results of the research that has been done, it can be concluded that:

a. Audit rotation causes competition and market competition for audit services, which can be seen from a decrease in audit costs. Audit firms provide audit fee discounts or submits below-normal audit fees at the beginning of the engagement to get clients.

b. Company size and audit firm size are not always the basis for audit firm and public accountant in determining audit fees. The audit fees and discounts that will be given to the client for the
initial audit engagement can be through negotiations or considering quasi economic rent in the next engagement period.

c. Audit rotation and the Audit Fee Determination Policy together significantly affect the lowballing audit, indicating that audit firm and public accountant are trying to fulfill regulatory requirements while expanding audit services with a strategy of reducing audit costs and gradually increasing audit fees in the following engagement years.

d. The audit rotation significantly affects the quality of the audit with a positive relationship direction, indicating that with the audit rotation regulation, the audit quality will be maintained. This is indicated by the auditor's ability to detect discretionary accruals (earnings management) by management.

e. The Audit Fee Determination Policy significantly affects audit quality, indicating that a policy's existence to determine audit fees from professional associations can direct audit firm and public accountant to offer adequate audit fees and do not damage independency.

f. Lowballing Audit does not significantly affect audit quality, indicating that lowballing audits are a common practice in audit firm's efforts to retain its clients and do not damage independency.

g. Audit rotation and the Audit Fee Determination Policy together significantly affect audit quality by mediating the practice of lowballing audits, showing that audit lowballing is a strategy that is quite appropriate for audit firm in anticipating the need for audit rotation regulations while fulfilling compliance in determining the amount of service fees audit so that the expected audit quality can be achieved).

Limitations
Some limitations of the study and suggestions for future research:

a. This study uses discretionary accruals as a proxy for audit quality. Further research can use other audit quality proxies such as the Audit Quality Metric Score (AQMS), regulatory sanctions against auditors, restatements, peer review results and others.

b. Measuring abnormal audit fees with the audit fee estimation model, there is still a possibility of a misstatement model because of the endogeneity and correlated omitted variables. For further research, the audit fee estimation model is re-evaluated with the appropriate variables.

c. The research sample used manufacturing companies listed on the IDX. So the generalization of the results of this study for non-manufacturing and non-listed companies must be done carefully. Further research can try to find data on non-manufacturing and non-listed companies.
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